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Foreword
 
The following paper represents the first output of an ad
 
hoc task force on grain policy composed of representatives from
 
the National Agricultural Economics Research Institute, the
 
the Ministry of Agriculture andKorean Development Institute, 
of the KoreanFishea'ies, and the Economic Planning Board. Some 
and a par- of theAgricultural Sector Study Tea,'n participated 
used for the anailvsis.KASS grain management progr.am model was 
Consultants from the Korean Agricultural Planning Project help(!.­
formulate the policy alternatives for analysis. 
The task force plans to continue the anaysis of grain 
several months. VTrile thispolicy alternatives during the next 
paper deals with only short run issues the task force plans to 
consider grains policy alternatives both in a longer range and
 
in a wider scope context.
 
Grains Policy Task Force
 
July 1974
 
Introduction
 
The purpose of this-paper is to provide analysis of short­
term grain policy alternatives for the period June thru September 
1971. The major policy instrument analyzed is alternative grains 
pricing structures. In choosing the price structure alternatives 
consideration is given to objectives with respect to pricing and 
quantity of goverrment procurement and release, level of grain 
imports, government buffer stock operation levels, methods of 
financing goverument grain operations, and adrLnistrative policy 
with respect to grain consuption. V'hie this paper does not 
address the more fundamental long-term grains policy issues which 
must be faced begining with the next rice year, policy cpticns 
in the short-term context of the next several months are considerel 
consistent with likely direction of longer-term grains policies. 
Situation as of 1 Jimen ]C74 
1. 	Stocks of rice are in relatively short supply between 
1 Jun and rice harvest given the disappearance rate 
for the period. The disappearance rate during this 
period is approximately 350,000 tons per month while 
rice stocks as of 1 Jun in government inventory were 
about 500,000 tons and private rice stock inventory 
was estimated at 1,100,000 tons for a total supply of 
approximately 1,600,000 tons.
 
2. 	 Rice price for government release rice-barley mix, which 
45% native rice varieties,is a mixture of 30% IR-667, 

and 25% barley, was 7,920 i per 80 kg bag at wholesale,
 
while pure rice released by the 	government was priced at 
I0,500 X per 80 kg bag. Non-government pure rice (mostly 
native varieties) was about 1,318 $/80 kg bag at wholesale. 
Approximately 80% of the retail 	rice sales in urban areas
 
was from government stocks, up 	from a normal 30% in May 
during past years.
 
3. Last Nove:,iber the government had difficulty in building 
rice stocks at a producer price of 11,377 per 80U kg bag. 
Present cost of rice to the government is approximately 12,292,/1 
80 kg bag including handling and interest charges. Thus 
government rice sales from present stocks at present prices 
add to long tera deficit in the Grain i'aagement Special Acccurt. 
4. Much of the 1974 wheat import of about 1.7 million tons was 
contracted at or near peak world 	prices. In January the
 
domestic price for wheat flour was increased 60/ from
 
1,190 /22 kg bag to 1,898 Y,/22 	 kg bag to prevent further drain 
on the already deficit G4SA. Until the price increase the
 
wheat subsidy was costing the government about 11 billion won 
per month at a wheat disappearance rate of 150,000 MT per month. 
In addition administrative measures limitaing the use of 
eat products in school lunches, 	and wheat flour in
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brewing and makoli production were put into effect. 
The wheat
 
consumption rate dropped from about 150,000 tons per month to
 
about 70,000 tons per month imediately and then recovered by
 
mid July to about 90,000 tons per month. This shifted con­
sumption of grain to more rice and barley.
 
5. The allowable borrowing limit from BOK for the G,.:SA in 1974 
is 17:0 billion won while the target is 119 billion won during 
the year. 
Between 1 Nov 73 and 1 Jun 74 borrowings accuuLated 
to 85 billion won. 
6. A reluctance persists on the part of the goverr,,ent to raise
 
the rice price becau"se rice is the most important sinrle 
constuner co'imodity and accounts for 8.9U of the total wei .t;­
ing of the wholesale price index. Thus rice price increases
 
have relative2y heavy inflationary effects.
 
Problem
 
With low rice stocks, ample, but high cost wheat stocks, a rapidly
 
mounting deficit in the grain management special account, and inflati n 
progressing at a 
rapid rate, the major short run problem is how to
 
cover the grain demand requirements between 1 Jun and rice harvest,
 
maintain price stability in the consumer grain markets, and minLize the
 
increase in the GMSA deficit. The major concerns in the short run period
 
between ' Jun and rice harvest are how to assure that present rice stocks
 
can be stretched to last for the period and how to increase the rate of wheat
 
disappearance. 
 At the same time the goveinment wants to avoid further deficit
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in the GMSA and further contribution of the grain prices Itoward 
higher inflation. In order to decrease the rate of rice dis­
appearance and increase the rate of wheat disappearance the price 
of rice should be increased and the price of wheat decreased. 
Table 1 indicates the expected consequences of this action on rice 
and wheat disappearance, direct inflation and the GMSA deficit 
Policy Change in Rice and VheatTable 1: Consequences of. rice 
Conse_-_:_-nees .cObjective Action 
 DfLc.tnflation .,SA 
Rice Cons. Rice Pice
 
Wheat Cons. Wheat Price
 
As can be seen, a rise in rice price will yield the desired effect
 
It will also have
of 	decreasing the quantity of rice demanded. 

effect of reducing the GSA deficit as governiMentthe desirable 
rice release price becomes higher. It will however have an
 
undesirable effect of contributing directly to inflation.
 
A decline in the wheat price will have the desired effect
 
of increasing wheat demand and slowing the rate of direct inf.a­
tion. An undesirable effect is to increase the deficit in the G,1SA.
 
/ 	 TIis paper does not deal with the impact of the G4SA 
flow on inflation. If large deficits are occuring in 
the G14SA the situation is equivalent' to goverrnent 
deficit fihancing and thus tend to be inflationary.
 
flows will tend to be deflation-S3inlarily GMSA surplus 
ary. Quantification of these effectsshould be a high
 
priority research'topic.
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If however the rice price is increased and the wheat price decreased 
simultaneously, the effects upon the rice and wheat demand will 
be as desired, and the effects on inflation and the 9.SA will tend 
to be offsetting. While this does not address some'of the broader 
or longer range issues, for the short run it has the potential of 
attaining the major direct objectives while not ccntributing sub­
stantially to worsening the inflation and GMSA situations. The 
problem is to choose alternative combinations cf rice and wheaz 
prices to achieve, as nearly as possible, the desired (and avoid 
the undesired) consequences. To begin the analysis of various 
policy soluties to this problem and to dceter;-ine the extent of 
possible tradeoffs, a mechanism linking the pricEs and cuantities 
demanded of the major grains - rice, barley and wheat - was necessary. 
Analytic al Model 
Such a mechanism (or model.) is presently available as p art 
of the yet incomplete Grain Management Prograa Compc.ncnt of the ?KAS 
model under deve.opment at NAERI. Many of the coefficients and the 
data necessary to use this part of the M4P for analysis of the present
 
problem are available from work done at KDI. 
The-model is set up for only rice, barley, and wheat. It
 
includes price, cross price, and income elasticities, which are 
estiiiated for 3 different periods during the year - October thru 
January, February thru May, and June thru September. These periods 
coincide with three distinctly differe.,t consumption behavior 
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patterns during the year. The portion of the model used to generate
 
the results in this paper is for the June thru September period.
 
The policy and solution variables which can be analyzed are the 
three grain prices and the three grain quantities demanded, The 
analyst can specify the level of any three of the variables and 
the model will solve for the other three. A fuller description 
of the model is found in appendix A. 
Table 2 presents the price, cross price, and income
 
elasticities used for this analysis for the Jwun.e-September period.
 
In looking at the first row of the urban portion of the table 
we find for example that for a 1" change in rice price, the 
quantity of rice demandcd will change .34Ob in the opposite
 
direction; for a 1% change in barley price the quantity of rice 
demanded will change .371% in the same direction; for a 1% 
change in wheat price the quantity of rice demanded uill cha-nge 
.100% in the same direction; and for a l% change in income the 
quantity of rice demanded will change .119/ in the same direction. 
The rest of the table can be read in the same way. No income 
elasticities are indicated for the rural area; however the model is 
parameterized with the implicit assumption of a constant rural 
income for the 4 month period. The process used to estimate 
these elasticities is described in appendix B.
 
Population is assumed to remain constant at 33.6 million 
person" (55% urban, 45% rural) and income is assuaed constant at 
12,666 } per capita per month during this 4 month period. 
-6­
Levels chosen for population and income are those expected to
 
prevail at the midpoint of the time period.
 
Table 2: Price, Cross Price, and Income Elasticities Used in the
 
Model for the Jun-Sep Period 
Urban 
Rice 
Price 
Barley 
Price 
11heat 
Price 
Income 
Rice Quantity -.340 .371 .100 .119 
Barley Quantity .549 -1.200 .344 -.10 
Wheat Quantity .400 .315 -.750 .035 
Rural 
Rice Barley Wheat 
Price Price Price 
Rice Quantity -.311 .634 .100
 
Barley Quantity .214 -1.000 .242
 
Wheat Quantity .400 .315 -.750
 
The model will be used primarily to assess the consequences
 
of different grain price sets. The guideline on whether one
 
price set is more directly inflationary than another is a com­
parison-of the total value of grain demanded per capita per year
 
under the different price sets. That is (PCCr x Pr) + 
(PCO X Pb) + (PCCw x Pw) = value of grain consumed per capita 
per year; where PCC = per capita consumption per year, P = price 
and rb,w = rice, barley, wheat. While this is not strictly a measure 
of inflation because quantities changes as well as prices, it is a
 
reasonable approximation for our purposes.
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The guideline on whether one price set contributes more or
 
less to the GI4SA deficit is to compare the value flows in or
 
out of the GMSA over the 4 month period among the different
 
price sets. For purposes of this set of model runs it is assumed
 
for rice that at the begining of the period (1 Jun) government
 
' qtocks were 500,000 MT, available on-farm stocks were 700,000 i/ 
pipeline stocks in the marketing systen were 50,000 I*T and urban 
household stocks will be about 120,000 MT at the begining and 
near zero at the end of each month. Since household stocks must
 
be replenished at the begining of October for consumption during
 
the 	month, this flow level is not assumed available in the model.
 
Government stocks of barley on 1 Jun are assumed to be 
190,000 MT and purchases during the period are 300,000 tons. 
The government market share in urban areas for barley sales is 
assumed at 65%. 
Net changes in the GMSA for the period 1 June thru 30 
September are calculated for each alternative grain price policy. 
Changes in the individual grain accounts and total GZSA change 
are indicated by the model. Since the government is not purchas­
ing domestic rice during this period, changes in the 0,ISA rice
 
2_/	The model run is for the 4 month period Jun-Sep while 
rice stocks must last until harvest,near the end of 
October. Thus while on farm stocks were estimated at 
900,000 MT on 1 Jun only 700,000 MT are assumed availab2 e 
during the I Jun-30 Sep period, with 200,000 MT assumed 
held in farm stocks for consumption and sale in Oct. 
account are calculated as government selling price multiplied by sales. 
Storage and handling costs, interest charges on rice inventory invest­
ments and import costs (should imports be necessary) also come into the 
calculations of GYISA rice account. The govcrnment barley purchasing program 
comes within the 1 June-30 September period, thus changes in the barley 
account reflect funds required for domestic barley purchases. Revenue
 
from barley sales, handling and storage costs, and interest ch-rges are 
handled similar to rice. Changes in the GMSA wheat account are calculated 
as subsidies on wheat flour sales receipts. A subsidy base of 2,790 won 
per 22 kg bag is assurmed in the model. 
Thus the GMSA flow referred to in later analysis is the activity 
in the account during the 4 month period and shows only net change during 
that period. Prior purchases or sales and value of stocks at the bugining 
of the period are not accounted. Another measure of interest, although
 
it is equally incomplete as a full measure of G.SA activity, is the cost 
to the government of the release activities in rice and barley and the 
subsidy on wheat during the period. This is calculated using the govern­
ment cost or subsidy base and the government release price. These costs 
or subsidies are 12,292 i,7,920 X and 2,790 X per bag of rice, barley,
 
and wheat respectively. The calculation is government release,or in
 
the case of wheat market,price minus government cost base multiplied
 
by government release or in the case of wheat marketed quantity.
 
Initial conditions in the model are set as near as possible to
 
the situation prevailing on 1 Jun. Table 3 presents these initial price
 
and consumption rate conditions.
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Table 3: Initial Model Conditions (1 Jur 74)
 
Urban Rural 
Price Rice 10,500 13,600
 
(Won/bag) Barley 4,800 5,760
 
Wheat 1,898 2,088
 
Consumption Rate Rice 115 96
 
(Jun-Sep Period "Barley 45 72
 
kg/capita/yr) Wheat 36 36
 
The initial urban rice price is a weighted average wholesale price
 
considering price and market share of government rice-barley mix, govern­
ment pure rice, and free market rice. With a rice-barley mix price of
 
7,920 /bag the rice portion of the mix is priced at 9,013 / per bag. 
(This assumes a price of 4,437 Y per bag for the barley portion of the 
mix). Further, with a price of 10,500 /,/bag for government release pure 
rice and assuming a government market share rplit of 60% for the rice­
barley mix and 40% for the government pure rice, the weighted average
 
government release price would be 9,608 X per bag.
 
((9013 14).6 + (10,500 ).4 = 9608 $). 
The average wholesale rice price in urban markets as of I Jun is 
assumed in the model to be 10,500 X/bag. This assumes a government 
average price of 9,608 4 per bag and a government market share of 80%. 
The free market price is assumed to be 14,318 X/bag and the free market 
share is assumed to be 20%. 
.((96o8 V).8+ (14,3i8 X).2 = 10,550 X). 
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The rural rice price is assumed to be 13,600 4per bag since farm 
sales of pure rice are flowing in the free market and are selling in urban 
markets at .4,318 X per bag. 
The barley price in urban areas is 4,800 //bag And the consumer price 
in rural areas is assumed to be 20% above the urban price, or5,7 6 0 1'/bag. 
Even though the farm purchase price is 7,000 X4 per bag, the negative market­
ing margin for barley requires the assumption of the lower consumer price 
in rural areas. 
The wheat price is 1,898 4per bag in urban areas and the rural price 
is assumed to be 10% higher at 2,088 X-per bag to account for transportation 
cost differentials.
 
On 15 Jun the government announced a new producer price for barley and
 
new consumer prices for barley and for government release rice-barley rixed
 
grain. The new barley consumer price is 6,000 / per 76.5 kg bag and the
 
new government release price at wholesale for the rice-barley mix is 9,,920 
per 80 kg bag. The government also stopped government release of pure rice 
and increased the allowable milling rate for all rice from 72% to 73%. 
With no more pure rice being released by the government and the new 
government release price for the rice-barley mix of 9,920 / per bag, 
the price of rice in the mix is 11,266 / per 80 kg bag. (This implies 
a price of about 5,630 X per bag for the barley in the mix). This action
 
drastically reduced the amount of pure rice available in urban markets and 
drove the price of pure rice to an estimated 15,936 4per bag. Thus assum­
ing that the government market share is 80%, the weighted average price of
 
rice in urban areas after 15 Jun is 12,200 X per bag. 
M((1,266 4).8 + (15,936 4).2 = 12,200 4) 
-11-.
 
The rural price is assumed to remain at 13,600 1 per bag with the 
upward pressure on price due to greater scarcity of pure rice canceled 
by the downward price pressure caused by increasing the nunber of rice­
barley mix release points into urban areas. 
The rural consumer barley price is again assumed to be 20% above 
the urban price and the rural wheat price 10% above the urban price. 
Table 4 summarizes the grains price situation after 15 Jun. 
Table 4: Grain Prices after 15 Jun 
Urban Rural 
Price Rice 12,200 13,600 
(Won/bag) Barley 6,000 7,200 
Wheat i,898 2,088
 
Without further price adjustment this will tend to decrease barley, 
and rice-barley mix consumption in favor of wheat and pure rice. Eat with 
these consumption shifts the tendency will be for upward pressure on the 
price of both pure rice and wheat. With large wheat stocks now on hand 
the pressure on the wheat price is likely to be rather weak; but with short 
supplies of rice the pressure on the price of pure rice is likely to be
 
rather strong.
 
Results 
Table 5 displays the results of several runs of interest. Co lumn 1 dis­
plays results of the base (1) run with price, as of 1 Jun 74. Column 2 shows 
results of the 15 Jun price increase in rice and barley, and differences 
in variable values from the base (1)run. This is also the base (2)run for 
further analysis below. Column 3 shows the wheat price. necessary to keep Lhe 
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net MISA flow the s.ame as in the base (1) run, the consequences 
on the other variables of concern,, and the differences from the 
base (1)run. Column 4 shows the wheat price necessary, consequcnces 
on other variables, and differences from the base (1) run of keeping 
the inflation effect of the 15 Jun rice and barley price increases
 
zero.
 
The Lituation prior to 15 Jun (Col. 1) shows urban prices 
of 10,550 4.4,800 .,and 1,898 14 per bag of rice, barley, and 
.wheat respectively. At these prices, urban consumption rates 
were 115, 45, and 36 kg per capita per year of rice, barley, and 
wheat respectively. With rural prices of 13,600 Y.for rice, 
5,760 Yifor barley and 2,088 Y,for wheat, rur, per capita con­-" 

stumption rates were 96, 72, and 36 kg of rice, barley, and wheat 
respectively. 
The total value of grain consumed per capita per year in 
urban areas was 21,095 won and the G4SA flow was positive for the 
4 month period in the amount of 22,022 million won. 
On 15 Jun the urban price of barley was increased to 6,000
 
per bag and rice to 12,200 X per bag. The rural prices are 7,200 
per bag for barley and 13,600 $ per bag for rice. The consequences 
projected by the model are as indicated in Col 2.
 
Relative to the base (1) condition showin in Col. 1, these 
price ch-anges cause an.increase in th; value of grain consumed 
per capita of 3,494 4 per year for a total yearly per capita 
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grain expenditure of 24,589 4. These price changes are thus 
directly inflationary. But the inflow into the GMSA for the 4 
month period is substantially increased from 22,022 million won 
to 36,835 million won. It should also be noted that the yearly
 
per capita urban consumption rate of rie during the period 
increases from 115 kg to 119 kg while the barley consumption rate 
decreases from 45 kg to 37 kg and wheat increases from 36 kg to 
41 kg. The rural consumption pattern change is in a similar 
direction with rice up 15 kg, barley down 14 kg, and wheat up 
3 kg. Thus a major objective of decreasing rice consumption is 
not fulfilled and in fact total rice requirement for the 4 month 
period jumps from 1,192 thousand MT to 1,290 thousand MT. This 
is primarily because of the shift in consumption from barley to 
rice caused by the relatively large increase in barley price of 
25% compared to only a 16% increase in urban rice price and no 
change in the rural rice price. 
One question we must now resolve is what happens to rice
 
consumption, wheat consumption, direct inflation, and G0.SA flows 
as the price of wheat is decreased. At a wheat price of about
 
.,3544 per bag the flow in the C4SA for the period would be 
about the same as with the prices prevailing before 15 Jun (base (1) 
price set), but the per capita cost of grain would be higher by about 
2,285 ) per year and thus inflationary, and the rice requirement would be
 
higher by about 55 thousand MT (Col. 3). At a wheat price of about 667 
-14­
brig the direct inflation effect would be zero, but the o-atfl 
 in the
 
GMSA would be a prohibitive 37,095 million won for the period, and the
 
rice requirement would be lower by about 30 thousand MT (Col. 
 4). 
Thus if the rice and barley prices are left at present levels and 
the wheat price dropped to somewhere between 1,354 and 667 per bag, 
wheat consumption can be increased but rice consumption can not be 
.brought back down to levels existing before 15 Jun without prohibitive
 
cost to the GSA. This is largely due to the greater strength of the
 
substitution effect between barley and rice than between wheat and
 
rice. (See elasticities Table 2, pg. 7). At a wheat price of 1,354 i,
 
the GMSA flow efPect is zero md at a wheat price of 667 Y,the direct
 
inflation effect is zero. Tne trade off between a wheat price of 667
 
and 1,354 X is between severely worsening deficit in the G.ISA and direct
 
inflation. 
Both zero effect conditions cannot be satisfied concurrently.
 
Column 5 and 6 show the effects of a further urban rice price
 
increase to 13,600 X with column 5 showing differences from the base (1)
 
run and column 6 showing differences from the base (2)run.
 
This assumes that the government release rice price is 12,292 Y,
 
per'bag - the price necessary for the government to just cover costs in
 
the rice portion of the GMSA. With the government release price at
 
12,292 } per bag, the average urban price at 13,600 X per bag, and the
 
government market share again assumed to be 80%, the price for pure
 
rice in urban areas would be 18,830 per bag. 
((12j292).8 + (188o3).2= 1-600) 
Rural rice price is assumed to increase by 10% due to the upward pressure
 
on the pure rice price in urban markets. Column 7 shows the wheat price
 
from the base (2)run given an
necessary to cause zero change in the (4SA 

urban rice price increase to 13,600 4. Column 8 shows'the wheat price
 
necessary for a zero direct inflation effect compared to base (2) given
 
the higher price for rice. Column 9 shows the price necessary for a 
zero GISA effect from base (1).
 
A further urban rice price increase to 13,600 X and a rural rice 
price increase to 14,960 X per bag compared to the situation prior to 
15 Jun (Col. 5 compared to Col. 1) shows rice consumption in urban areas 
remains unchanged and in rural areas is higher than in the earlier period, 
while the M4SA inflow increases and the direct inflation effect also 
increases. When this assumption is compared to the situation after 15
 
Jun, (Col. 6 compared to Col. 2) we find both urban and rural rice 
consumption a bit lower. Both GISA inflow and direct inflation are higher. 
Awheat price of 1,637 X per bag wold yield a zero change in the 
GMSA flow from the 15 Jun prices of base (2), (Col. 7 compared to Col. 2), 
but direct inflation is still present with the value of grain consumed per 
capita per year 1,110 X above base (2), Rice consumption is somewhat lower 
and wheat consumption rises as expected. 
A wheat price of 1,213 X per bag is requireC. for a zero direct 
inflation effect (Col. 8). With this price, urban rice consumption is
 
below both base (1)and base (2)levels while rural rice consumption
 
falls between base (1)and base (2) levels. Wheat consumption is up
 
substantially in both rural and urban areas, 'but the inflow to the 
QMSA is less than both the situation prior to and after 15 Jun. 
At a wheat price of 1,337 X per bag (Col. 9) the situation is
 
similar to that where the wheat price is 1,213 4per bag. 
The 1,337
 
price however, causes a zero change in GISA flows compared to the
 
situation prior to 15 Jun, (Col. 1), but is somewhat inflationary compared
 
to the 15 Jun situation (Col. 2).
 
Thus a feasible alternative grain price policy for the short run
 
would be to increase rice price from the present 12,200 Y.per bag to
 
13,600 4per bag and at the same time to decreese the wheat price from 
the present 1,8o 1,per bag to about 1,275 X per bag. The effect of these 
price changes would be to (1)decrease rice disappearance to approx:raately 
the disappearance levels prior to15 Jun (1,198 thousand MT vs. 1,192
 
thousand MT), (2) increase wheat consunption levels to approxir.mately the
 
consumption levels prior to the 60%wheat price increase in Jan 74,
 
(627 thousand MT vs. 600 thousand MT), (3) maintain the value of grain 
-consumption per capita at approximately the level with 15 Jun prices
 
(24,767 X vs. 24,589 4) thus creating no new direct inflationary influence, 
and (4)maintain the G.SA flow at approximately the level it was with prices
 
prior to 15 Jun (18,394 Mil. X vs. 22,022 Mil X), thus not contributing 
.to greater GMSA deficits,3/and (5)maintain a government release cost to 
the GMSA at the approximate level they were before the 15 Jun price increases
 
(36,510 nil. vs. 35,'910.?i1. }). See col. 10, Table 5. 
/ This will reduce the CMSA flow somewhat from levels with 15 Jun 
prices. Thus it should provide some indirect anti-inflationery
 
ffect. 
 p 
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Table 5: Consequences of Alternative Grain Price Set ia6soption" 
(2rth.'r Rice 
,Rice rirtce Rice Price luce Price15 Jun 74 5 Jun 74 Price In- Sane at at 13,600 $I at 13,600 VE at 13,600 
Base (1) .Base (2) Situation Situation crease to Col.nn 5 xero G A. zero Irfla- zero uisA A 
Price as of Price as of /tzero /zero 13,60 l frcm Change fr O tion from Cha'nge fron Fensitle 
1 Jun 74 15 Jun 74 G.SA Change Inflation from base (1) Base (2)_ Ba'e (2) ,9"t(2) 23,e (1. Atr.,'.±v. 
Price Urban (/lbag)

Rice (80 kg) 10550 12200 32200 12200 13600 13600 13600 13600 136C0 13600 
Barley (76.5 kg) 4800 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6C00 6CO0 
Wheat (22 kg) 1898 1898 1354 667 1898 1898 1637 1213 1337 1275
 
Price rural (ibag)
Plce (80 kg) 1360 13600 13600 13600 14960 14960 14960 14960 149610 11.^60
Barley (76.5kg) 5760 7200 7200 7200 7200 7200 7200 7200 7200 720heat (22 kg) 2088 2088 1488 731. 2088. 2060 1801 X334 M.7.1 i.,0 
Consaption Urban (kg/capita/yr)
Rice 115 119 115 107 115 I5 113 110 111 110Barley 
 45 37 33 26 40 40 38 34 35 i.uheat 36 41 53 90 43 43 48 60 56 53Total 196 197 201 223 197 198
197 203 201 2:12 
Consumption Rutal (kg/capita/yr)
 
,,Ice 96 111 
 107 100 107 107 106 103 1C4 I,Barley 72 58 53 45 
 59 59 53
57 54 51heat 36 50
39 85 40 40 56
45 52
Total 204 207 210 
 229 206 207
206 212 21,1
 
Total Requirement (100HT Jun-Sep)

Rice 1192 1290 127 1162 1247 1247 1229 1192 1. ]C-
Barley 
 6.0 520 4672 39t6 540 540 518 475 4P-
Wheat /03 447 576 
 979 466 466 520 651 6C3 6:
Total 2236 
 2257 2295 2526 2253 2253 2266 2319 2299 2107
 
Oovernrw.nt Sliare of Total Requirement
(1000 HT Jun-Sp)

Rice "2 540 497 412 497 497 479 442 454Barley 180 149 133 104 158 158 151 136 110 
Government Carry out Stocks*
 
(IO00 1T 30 Sap)

Rice 58 - 40 3 es 3 3 21 58 46 5­arley 310 341 357 386 332 "332 339 354 35C 
GMSAflow (il. WonChange in Account during reriod)
Rice 58271 7359 75786 62715 e4483 1 8 3 81354 75155 7717 7673
Barley 
-23989 
-23584 -24069 
 -27123 -22e65 -2295 -2342 -24639 -2L227?6 - L-.Wheat -12260 -13940 
-23910 
-726-8 -14559 -14559 -21027 -36009 -2C'.2Total 22022 36835 22007 -37095 47059 47059 36846 14,507 22029 i.,94 
Governaent Release Cost to G11A', (M11. Won)Rice 14829 613 6374 5284 
 0 0 00 0 0Barley 8821 460 3981 3113 4729 4519
4729 4071 4190 4130Wheat 12260 
 13592 28195 70848 14169 14169 20438 34995 29965 J " Total 35910 38550
24465 79245 18898 18898 24957 39066 34155 *165if 
Value of Grain Consumed, Urban
(V/capita/t-r) 21095 24589 23380 21092 26273 26273 25699 24587 24941 2,7 
Selected Differences from
hae (1)or Bae (2)run Baa. (1) (1) (1) (1) (2) (2) (2V (1) 
Total Requirement (1000 MT Jun-Sep)Rice 98 55 - 30 55 - 3 - 61 - 98 12arley - 120 - 6 - 264 - 100 20 - 2 - 45 - 152Wheat 44 173 576 63 7319 204 - 202Total 21 
 59 290 17 - 4 9 62 * 62 
MIS Flow (Nil. Won)
Total 14813 - 15 -59117 25037 1C=4 11 -22328 7 
Value of Grain Consumed, Urban 
Mi/A-2 tu/ 3494 2285 1 5178 268. )110 3846
 
0 Negative number implies imports...

GO ffneftt coat base for calculation: Rice 12,292 $/bag, barley 7920 /bag, 
 wheat 2790 $f/bag.
 
The government has also been thinking through the issue of increas­
ing both the rice and wheat price just prior to rice harvest. In the
 
pLst several years the rice purchase price and the wholesale rice price
 
have been increased by the government just prior to rice harvest. In
 
recent years these price increases have been on the order of 25-35%.
 
Producers have come to anticipate such price increases and even consumers
 
have come to expect them. At the. same time pressure is felt by the govern­
ment to also increase the price of wheat. The question we pose here is
 
what would be the consequences of a 25% increase in both rice and wheat 
price on 1 Aug, mid-way through the 4 month period under analysis. A 25 
percent increase in government rice price would raise the price from 
11,266 1 per bag to 14,083. For wheat a 25% increase would be from 1,898 ', 
per bag to 2,373 Y per bag. 
If the government price of rice were raised to 14,083 Y per bag
 
the price of the rice-barley mix would -be 12,131 X per bag.
 
((14,083).75 + (6000) (80/76.5).25 = 2,131) 
Further, based on past experience the price for pure rice will
 
increase to approximately 45% higher than the rice-barley mix price.
 
Thus the price for pure rice is estimated to be 20,420 X and the weighted
 
market pric6 in urban areas, assuming a 80%-20% market split between the
 
rice-barley mix and pure rice, would be 15,350 Y per bag.
 
((14,083).8 + (20,420).2 = 15,350) 
The rice price in rural areas is assumed to be based on the pure rice
 
price in urban areas minus transport and handling charges of 10%. Thuz 
a rural rice price of 18,378 4 per bag is assumed between 1 August and 
rice harvest. The rural wheat price as before is 10% above the urban 
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Table 6 indicates the price assumptions for
price, or 2,610 X per bag. 
this alternative. 
Table 6: Urban and Rural Price Assumptions for the Model with a 
25% increase in Rice and Wheat 'Prices 
Urban Rural 
Price Rice 15,350 18,378 
}/bag Barley 6,000 7,200
 
Wheat 2,373 2,610 
for 2 of the 4 monthsSince this alternative assumption will only hold 
for which the model runs, an adjustment in the results must be made and
 
care must be taken in analyzing the outcome. The model is not well
 
suited to assessing intraperiod policy changes, however an approximate 
be done by running the model before and after the intraperiodanalysis can 
results on the basis of the proportionadjustment and weighting the two 
of time during the period when the alternative assumptions hold. Table 
7 reproduces the results of the base (2)run in column I as the condition
 
first half of the period. Column 2 showsassumed to hold during the 
the results of the prices assumed in Table 6 for the last half of the 
period. Column 3 presents the weighted average (50%-50%) results of
 
columns 1 and 2. 
The results of higher rice and wheat prices include a shift in 
consumption away from rice and wheat toward barley, and large jumps in 
both the GMSA inflow and value of grain consumed per capita. The govern­
ment release cost to the GMSA is drastically reduced due to a rice
 
release price above the government cost base for rice.
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Table 7: Result of Price Changes within the Period 
Weighted 
Base (2) Price Change Result 
Price as of Alternative for 4 
15 Jun 74 for 1 Aug.. Month Period 
Price Urban (/bag) 
Rice (80 kg) 
Barley (76.5 kg) 
Wheat (22 kg) 
32200 
6000 
1898 
15350 
6000 
237.3 
13775 
6000 
2136 
Price Rural (If/bag) 
Rice (80 kg) 
barley (76.5 kg) 
13600 
7200 
18378 
7200 
15989 
7200 
Wheat (22 kg) 2088 2610 2350 
Consumption Urban (kg/capita/yr) 
Rice 119 112 115 
Barley 37 46 42 
Wheat 41 38 40 
Total 197 196 197 
Consumption Rural (kg/capita/yr) 
Flice 111 103 106 
Barley 58 65 62 
Wheat 39 37 38 
Total 207 205 206 
Total Requirement (1000 MT Jun-Sep) 
Rice 3290 212 3251 
Barley 520 608 564 
Wheat 447 419 433 
Total 2257 2239 2248 
Government Share of Total Requirement 
(3.000 MT Jun-Sep) 
Rice 540 462 501 
Barley 149 183 166 
Government Carry out Stocks 
(1000 MT 30 Sep) 
Rice - 40 38 - 1 
Barley 341 307 324 
'GMSA Flow (Million Won change during period) 
Rice 74359 88562 81461 
Barley 23584 -20950 -22267 
Wheat -13940 - 6042 - 9991 
Total 36835 61571 49203 
bOvernment Release Cost to GMSA (Mil. Won). 
Rice 6413
4Barley460 -10343 5477 - 1965 4969 
Wheat 13592 5956 9774 
Total 24465 1090 2778 
Value of Grain Consumed, 24589 29253 26921 
Urban O/capita/yr) 
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It must be recognized that while column 3 approximates the conditions
 
during the period under analysis, column 2 depicts the situation as this
 
period ends and the next begins.
 
Limitations and Further Analysis Required 
Four major points need to be made in this section. First, the
 
results presented above and the alternatives analyzed do not include
 
changes in the barley price from"the 15 Jun level. 
If a decrease in barley
 
price were a feasible alternative it would be well worth exploring with the
 
model, since this would be the most direct way to decrease the rate of
 
rice consumption and could likely provide more acceptable ranges of trade­
off between GI4SA flows and di-ect inflation. This alternative was iot
 
analyzed by the task force since it was considered to be a non-feasible
 
$alternative. 
A major factor in increasing barley price on 15 Jun was to
 
C'gcourage the use of barley as an animal feed. Unfortunately this
 
action also discourages the use of barley as a human food. But it
 
appears that the objective of decreasing the use of barley for feed
 
outweighs the conflicting objective: of maintaining or increasing
 
barley use for food, at least in the short run. 
If both of these
 
presently conflicting objectives are important, further work should
 
be done in developing price and administrative policies and policy
 
instrumentation which would achieve both objectives without conflict.
 
Second, another difficult problem involves the rice-barley mix.
 
When rice and barley are mixed together before sale, the mixture becomes
 
a separate wid distinct grain product witii its own market and demand
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function. 
It appears to be favored by consumers over straight barley but
 
not liked as well as pure rice. 
In our analysis, we have treated the
 
rice-barley mixture and pure rice together as a 
single product for pric­
ing purposes and yet have separated the rice and barley quantities for
 
consumer demand estimation in the model. 
We are certain if the rice­
barley mix were included in the model as a separate conodity with its
 
own demand functions, own demand'elasticity, and set of cross price
 
elasticities with the other grains, the results would be different from
 
those we have reported. But we have no empirical basis at present to
 
even predict how or in what magnitude they would be different.
 
An imediate reaction is to argue for additional research to
 
determine consumer behavior with respect to the rice-barley mix and to
 
'empirically estimate the required elasticities necessary to include this
 
"new commodity" separately in the model and in the analysis. 
 The problem
 
is that since it is a new commodity, no time series data are available
 
for making the required analysis and estimating the needed coefficients.
 
If the rice-barley mix is to remain on the market in the future, a plan
 
should be developed for col .cting the necessary cross-sectional data
 
for preliminary analysis and this data should be collected through time
 
in order that historical time series can be developed for more definitive
 
analysis in the future. 
In the meantime a mathematically derived set of
 
elasticities will be derived in order to include the rice-barley mix in
 
the model as a separate co nodity. If successful, this procedure wi~l
 
provide a sLop-gap method of handling thL problem until the empirical
 
work can be accomplished.
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Third, as indicated in an earlier footnote, research should 
begin immediately on the effect of government deficit financing on inflation, 
although results cannot be expected in time to be helpful in the policy 
decisions necessary in the remainder of this rice year. A small amount 
of evidence is available to give some indication of the potential impact 
of increased deficit in the GMSA. 
According to a study made by Kwang Suk Kim, the inflation rate is 
positively related to increases in money supply. 
The relationship is expressed as follows: 
PI = 51.22 + 0.651 M' - 1.127 TAR' + 0.681 T' 
(1.26) (4.96) (-2.81) (5.49)
 
R2 ='0.815 
=
where P' annual inflation rate in terms of GNP deflater
 
. lt0.6
+ 0.4 1 
M' = annual percentage change in nominal currency supply
 
TAR' annual growth rate of total available resources
 
=T' annual percentage change in circulation rate of demand 
deposit 
( ) t- ratio 
If the currency supply increases by 10% this year due to deficit 
financing GMSA, this is expected to generate 3.9 percent inflation this 
year and a further 2.6 percent inflation next year. 
A/ 	 K.S. Kim.3.he Causes aid Effects of Inflation in-Korea
 
KDI Research Report No. 1, 1973, p. 31-43.
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In order for government deficit financing of the G4SA to have 
the impact on inflation indicated by the Kim equation, two conditions must
 
.hold. First the deficit in the GMSA must be financed in such a way as to
 
increase the money supply to the full extent of the deficit. Second the
 
economy must be in the same structural state as itwas as the time that
 
the study was done so that the impact of the increased money supply on the
 
price level is the same as estimdted in the Kim equation.
 
If these rather strict conditions hold we can estimate the upper
 
bound on the inflation effect of deficit or surplus government financing
 
through the GMLSA. Thus writh a money supply level of 710 billion won 
(May 74 BOK figure) and an increase in the GMSA inflow between the base 
(1)and base (2)runs of 15 billion won, the percentage decrease in the
 
money supply would be 15/710 or 2.11%. Applying the K.S. Kim coefficient's
 
=(.651(2.11%).6 .82%) we find the decrease in the inflation rate in terms 
of the GNP deflator to be .82% in the current period and 1.37% in the 
next period, (.651(2.11%).4) + .82% = 1.37%. 
The direct inflation impact is measured in terms of the current 
weighted change in value of grain consumed per e&pita per year. The 
difference between the base (I)and base (2)value of grain consumed 
per capita is-3,494 won. Assumed annual per capita income is 151,992. 
Thus the direct inflation effect is 3,494/151,992 or 2.30% increase.
 
The net effect on inflation of the shift from the base (1)to the base
 
(2) alternative is roughly estimated to be a 1.48% increase in the 
inflation raite in the current time period and .93% in the following time 
period. To the extent that G4SA operations do not decrease money supply 
the net inflation effect will be greater. 
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to
A good deal more conceptual thought and empirical work needs 
be done before definitive assessment of these impacts and tradeoffs 
can
 
example indicatesbe done. However, the above preliminary logic and 
well worth doing. In the meantime, researchers and that further work is 
the abilitythat rthis limitation exists indecision makers should be aware 
to fully analyze this type of problem. 
grain policy issues, analysis ofFinally, for the longer term 
effects and tradeoffs between price, market, credit, trade, and institutional 
This work should receive imuediate priority
policies should be done. 

have the benefit of this analysis forin order that decision makers 
rice year and beyond.policy decision necessary for the 1975 
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Appendix 	A 
Generalized. Front End Model for GMP Component 
Suppose 	we have a model for foodgrair demand in the following form,
 
Q = A 	 + BP + CY (i) 
where Q = a 3x1 vector of rice, barley and wheat flour
 
c-onsumption. 
A - a 3x1 vector of constant (inLercept terms)
 
B - a 3x3 matrix of price and cross price coefficients
 
P f a 3x1 vector of prices for rice barley and wheat flour
 
C - a 3x1 vector of income coefficient
 
Y - a scalar representing income or GN
 
For carity (1) can be writLen out as

ri r +bl b22 b2 P2 +
 
q1 all b 1 b 2 b13  Pi1
 
Lq3 La3 Lb3l b3 2 b33 p'A J c 
where 	 subscript 1 = rice 
subscript 2 = barley 
subscript 3 = wheat flour 
(1)can also we rearranged
 
Q BP A + CY 6) 
or 
-. . A + CY 	 (4) 
PI"-
written out (4)becomes
 
1 0 0 -­bl -b12 -b13  q:L [d; 
0 -b21 -b22 -b23 Q2 d2 (5) 
LO 0 1 "b31 -b32 -b3 q3 
P3 
P2 
where
 
+ c2
d2 a2 
(5)is!a system of 3 equations and 6 unknowns (qlp q2' q3 ' Pl' P2' P3) 
,imple linear algebra theory states that an infinite number of solutions 
.o this set of equations exists. However, if any 3 of the 6 unknowns are 
ipecified (eq. q1, q3P p!) the system wi3l havo a unique solutiony
 
,roviding the matrix of coefficients to the unspecified variables is
 
ionsingular.
 
Example ----
Let ql, q3 and Pl be specified i.e.
 
quantity of rice
 
quantity of wheat
 
price of rice
 
Equatio:i (5)can be written in the form
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*ere 
A1 - a 3x3 matrix of caefficents'of the unspecified 
variables (q2, P2 0P3) 
A2 a 3x3 matrix of coefficients of the specified 
)variables (ql q3 ;pl 
X1, "-a 3x1 vector of unspecified variables (q2, P20 P3 ) 
X2 "=a 3xl vector of specified variables (ql, q2 'PI) 
for Iclarity !equation (6)can be written out as 
0 -b 1 2  -b13 1 0 -b1jj q2 di 
22  0 -bl d2
"-b -b23  0 P2 (7)
 
-b32  - 3 3 0b 1 -b31j P3 d3 
q,
 
q3 
Equation (6)can also be written 
A1X1 + A2X2 - D() 
with a solution 
1X, c= A1 [ D - A2 X2 ] (9)
 
where the. only necessary iconditionl is that the inverse A1- 1 exists.
 
Aten out for [cirity. equation (9) is equivalant to 
L -b12 -blSLd l 1 0 -bllz; f 
q3 (10)
I -b22 -b23 d2+0-b2l
I
L0I b32 -b43 4ZJ.b31J LRjj[ I 
End of Example ­
29­
If the foodgrain demand model represented in (1)is in 109-109 
form, i.e. 
(Ii)
InQ.= lnA + BlnP + cY, 
where the p and C represent elasticity matrices directly, 
the same 
generalization for the linear form above can be 
used, the solution 
in (10) is then given by the transformation. 
lnxx e 
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APPENDIX B 
Adjusting Demand Elasticities to Reflect
 
Stable Total Per-Capita Grain Consumption 
Although consumption levels of major foodgrains vary markedly 
with prices, historical data indicates that total per-capita con­
sumption of rice, barley and wheat combined remains fairly stable. 
Original estimates of price olasticities of demand can be adjusted
 
to reflect this assumption.
 
By definition the price elasticity of demand is given by the
 
following relationship:
 
"ij ;Pj Qi 
or 
Pj 
Gi 
_ 
Pj 
(2) 
Equation (2) states that the change in demand for commodity i due 
to a change in price of commodity j is equal to the elasticity Eij 
times the ratio of the expected value of 9. over the expected value 
of F3 .
 
Consider the case of rice, barley,and wheat flour demands. 
 The
 
change in combined de~iand for these commodities due to changes in each 
price are given by the following three equations: 
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'''aPRQT P_R +e+ PR PR (,) 
B 
Sw+ E. + C-W,,5 
RW PW PWq 
If it is assumed that total combined demand remains constant, 
then each of the three equations above is equal to zero. Furthermore,
 
eacb equation can be multiplied by its common denominator to yield 
+QER B -BR + ; C O (6) 
R C0 RB~'+; CBB + 1 E oW (7) 
RW + Z+ C 13W + ! WC-=o1 (8) 
Equation (6) thru (8) given the linear relationships which must hold 
among the elements in each column of the elasticity matrix for the 
constant consumption assumption to hold for changes in each price. 
It is also possible to apply these conditions to only certain coln'ns 
of the elasticity matrix, forcing the condition to hold with respect 
to only certain prices. For clarity the demand model structure 
with elasticity matrix is given below. 
,*Q kRr MP 
-Ci B W RI 
. B In w + 
BR BI (9nY 
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When attempting to estimate the seasonal elasticities in (9), 
researchers are consistantly plagued with unrealistic estimates
 
(wrong signs) of certain cross elasticities. Specifically, the 
elasticity estimates which seem to give the most problems are 6 RW 
and EWB in (9). Furthermore, the statistical significance of these 
estimates is oftentimes greater than that of the own elasticity. 
When these models are subjected to rigorous validity checks they
 
invarably fail to be good predictors at one stage or another. To
 
get around this problem in the very restrictive time frame available 
to the task force, the conditions in equations (6)thru (8) were
 
applied to original estimates of (9). Well over one hundred regressions
 
were run using monthly time series data on prices, consumption and 
income from 1966 to 1973 for farm, urban and total populations. 
Although wrong signs seemed to per3ist on E and C-B, researchers 
RIVI WB 
were able to build confidence in the own seasonal price elasticities
 
(diagonal elements) in (9)as well as in some of the 'well behaved'
 
cross elasticity estimates. Final estimates of (9i were then made
 
by choosing two elements from each column of the elasticity matrix
 
where credability was highest and then solving the conditions (6)
 
through (7)for the third element in each column. Several elasticity
 
estimates were made in this fashion. The generalized front end model
 
described in Appendix A was then used to test the validity of these
 
estimates. The elasticity matrix finally agreed on by the task force 
gave the best results of any tested to date.
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